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Annual General Meeting
Denis Riley in your columns last week

stated with admirable clearness one argument
against " taking the sense of the meeting." I

should like to put forward a few other points.

May I say first that I have not in fact been a
stubborn and unrelenting supporter of the
vote in the past? When 1 first joined the
PPU 1 accepted the Quaker method with en-
thusiasm, and when I went to advise a new
group urged it upon them. The group has
since ceased to use it, and I have ceased to

advocate it.

My conclusion after seeing it at work is that
it is not suitable for a movement of as mixed
composition as the PPU. The PPU claims
comprehensiveness of opinion ; it cannot at
the same time claim the unity of approach of
the Friends.

In large meetings especially the Quaker'
method seems to me to give undue prominence
to the views of the more articulate, and to

tend to ignore those people who remain silent

because they are not able to find a persuasive
form of their opinion, but whose prejudice
may, nevertheless, be based on sound intuitive
judgment. Nor do I understand the mech-
anics of the method in practice.

It may well be at such an assembly as an
annual meeting that on some particular point,
I and a hundred others feel that, say, Mr.
Sponsor has expressed our point of view so
completely that we can add nothing useful
to the debate.
Are we to waste the time of the meeting by

repeating that argument less cogently, or are
we to risk a wrong decision by remaining
silent? For it is possible to hold a definite

opinion, yet not to feel that one can add any-
thing new to a debate.
Moreover I think it is wrong to suggest that

the feeling of the meeting plays no part in a
decision by vote. The way in which it can,

and should, be met under a competent chair-

man is in the progressive amendment of the
resolution in order that it may be whole-
heartedly supported by the greatest possible

number.
A. C. STANILAND.

6 Millman Street. W.C.I.
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Dr. Wise Declares Jews Cannot
Believe in 'Christ of Dogma*

Attacking "totalitarian religion,"

Rabbi Stephen S. Wise declared in a
sermon yesterday morning before

the Free Synagogue congregation

in Carnegie Hall that Jews cannot
believe in "the Christ of dogma" in

order "to be saved or to be safe."

Dr. Wise built his theme around
two recent books which attempt to

prove that the answer to the Jew-
ish problem lies in the acceptance

of Jesus Christ. The books are

"Where Now, Little Jew?" by Mag-
nus Hermansson, and "An Open
Letter to Jews and Christians," by
John Cournos.
"There may be millions," he said,

*"who feel that we Jews are trapped
like rats. But, on the other hand,
there are still Christians who make
me feel that there is a saving rem-
nant in Christendom."
Regarding Jesus Christ, Dr. Wise

said: "We've never rejected him.
He died as millions of Jews are dy-
ing todaj\*^
- "I accept Jesvui Christ, not to be
safe, not to be saved, but as an en-
lightened, noble young Jewish
teacher and brother who paid the
price that Jews have always paid.
He would not be safe or be saved.
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THE MEURAL BASIS OF THOUOHT

George G-. Campion
Sir Grafton Elliot Smith, F.R.S.

Karcourt Brace and Co.
1934

Chapter I—The Evolution of the Mind
Sir Grafton Elliot Smith, F. R. S*
pages 24—25

"
'' Almost every oart of the cerebral cortex is

intimately connect^^d directly and indirectly with
mqfftofiisms in the central nervous system which are
concerned with muscular activities, either those
which directly effect movements, or on a vastly
greater scale those which prepar and co-ordinate
the state of the muscles of the whole body in
readiness for prompt and efficient action. I^ilore

than two-thirds of the fibres that leave the
hemisphere have as their immediate purpose the
establishment of connexions with the cerebellum,
and as their function, the rapid distribution of
the muscular tone of the body in readiness for
such skilled action as lies atthe root oft he
brain's efficiency* The circulation of the tha-
lamic and cortical currents maintains this con-
stant state of readiness and is a vital and es-
sential part of consciousness and mind.

•'The building up in the brain of concepts is
dependent not merely on affective and cognitive
experience based upon afferent impulses from the
sense organs, but is also brought about as the
result of muscular activity, the doing things with
the hands, the gradual perfection of the move-
ments, the results of t he success or failure of
such efforts, and t he afferent impulses which
pour into the brain*" from the Joints, the muscles
and the skin areas to record the success or fail-
ure of particular muscular activities. It is large
ly by doing things that experience isbullt up.
It is important therefore to recognize the very
large part which such conative activities play
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p.25 (cont.)
in the building up of concepts. They are due not
merely to theinteractlon of the affective and cog-
nitive dispositions, but also t o t he dynamic fac-
tor which is conferred upon these processes by
attempting to ex'-ress in action the result of the
discriminative activities of the cortex.

volves the
of thought
Icipates.
throuc^hout

p. 27 (Chapt. I—Evolution of the Mind)
An impulse from one cortical area can only reach
and influence distant areas by travelling through
the cortex itself. The act of correlation in-

v7hole cortex. Even in thesimplest act
or skill, the whole neopallium part-
The manifold currents which circulate
the brain in the process of regulating

muscular activities represent the ^^eans of inte-
grating the cognitive, affective and conative
activitlesin thought.

»' Not only theheopallium but also the brain
as a whole adds its quota to the action--in par-
ticular the great mass of nervous -natter at the
threshold of the cerebnl hemisphere known as
the thala^.us. It contributes the affective ele-
ment, which is the interest, the stimulative of
the whole comnlex orocess, to which it gives co-
herence. The cortex not only res-^-rves therecords
of previous experience v/hich provide themeans for
comparing present experiences with past happenings,
but it also adds the spatial quality to sensation
and the means of ludging degrees of stimulation,
and the afferent impulses v/hich pour into the brain
from the joints, the muscles and the skin areas,
to record the success or failure of rarticular
muscular activities. It is by doing things that
experience is built up. It is important therefore
to recognize the very large part which such cona-
tive activities play in the building up of concepts,
They are due not merely to the Interaction of the
affec' Ive and cognitive dispositions, but also to
the d3?namic factor v/hich isconferred upon these
processes by at t emoting to ext^ress in action the
result of the discriminative activities of the
cortex.
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Chapter I—The Evolution of the Mind
Subheading—Emotional Factor in Mind
page 30"
The activities of the striatum, when stimulated
by the crebral hemispheres and the thalamus, are
exnressed in Impulses which proceed from it to the
hypothalamus, a mass of grey matter lying beneath
the thalamus. This surprising arrangement 3eem.s

to conff'T upon thehypothalamusthe decisive influ-
ence in translating into behaviour the initia-
tive to action which lies in thecerebral cortex*
The hypothalamus isthe -art of the brain which
controls, by ne ans of the sympathetic and para-
sympathetic systems, the most vital activities of
the body itself, itsvisceral functions, itsgrowth
and metabolism, and even such appetites as those
of sex. It is the essential instrument of emo-
tional ex oress ion.

1 /

p. 34--The Evolution of the Mind
When an animal scents an attractive food, it
acquires from the sense of smell no idea as to
the position in space of the object which pro-
vides the stimulus. It is merely stirred into
action, and other neural mechanisms are responsible
for controlling and directing the resulting ac-
tivities. The cerebral c ortex, so to speak, is the
mere trigger which releases the activity of the
brain and rrovokes and directs the movements.

The r)art of the cerebral hemisphere which
trarslates these stimuli into action isthecorpus
striatum, and the striatum isconnected with the
thalamus, which receives from the body, that is
through the skin, the eyes and the ears as Y/ell as
the muscles and loints, impulses which modify
and direct movements that result when the animal
is thrown into action. The thalamus transmits the
effects of these stimuli to the striatum and so
modifies the motor activities.
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Page 37--( Ch.I--The Evolution of theiand)
Subheading—^Intep:ratlon of the Dispositions of
the Mind
The common practice of psycholof^lsts of segrega-
ting the three dispositions of the mind, cognitive,
affective and conative, and atte-^^ptlng to study
them as Isolated units. Is devoid of Justification.
All three are Indissolubly united In the working;
of the mind. To give them cohesion It Ir.necessary
to assume the existence of aclrculatlon ol nervous
Impulses fro^^ the thalamus to the cortex and to
the widespread and complex mechanisms concerned
with muscular activities.

In the growth of a concept conation plays a
fundamental part. Man learns from experimenta-
tion. By the exercise of his manual dexterity he
acquires knowledge of the properties of thin^^.s, the
nature offerees > and the means for interpreting
(and in some measure understanding) the world in
which he lives. The surprisingly large part of the
cerebral cortex that is cowserned with the regula-
tion of muscular functions and the multitude of
its fibre-connexions •ith the cerebellum affords
an Impressive testimony of the vast significance
of action in min": -making and emphasizes what
Prof. T. H. Pear has well called "the Intellectual
respectability of muscular skill." It is atruism
that we learn by doing. In man, thought is a
prerequisite for action, and action a corrective
of thought. The biological justification for the
evolution of the high degree of visual discrimi-
nation, whereby man knows the world and the so-
ciety in which he lives, is the motor efficiency
it mal^ s possible.

The most significant factor in the evolution
of the mind was effected when the direction of
movements was transferred from the midbrd,in to
the neopallium (see Nature, 125, P* 820; 1930)
and from being an unconscious automatism became a
consciously directed process. For the neopallium
not only established a direct control over the
motor nuclei of the whole central nervous system,
but it also became linked up with all the compli-
cated machinery in other narts oft he brain which
isconcerned with muscular activities.
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p* 39--continued (still Chapter I)
This concentration of control in theneopallium

implies a circulation of nervousimpulses through-
out the brain to effect cohesion between the living
instrumentsof the conative dispositions wt, h those
of the affective (thalamus) and cognitive (neo-
pallium) dispositions of the mind, A circulation
such as Mr. Campion postulates is essential to the
working of the mind.

This circulation in turn involvesthe hypo-
thalamus, which presu'^ably confers the emotional
tone that plays apart in all mental and muscular
activity, in particular in artistic expression
and the self-knowledge v/hich is one of the most
distinctive qualities of Tian and his thinking.

pps. 45-47
Chapter II—The Organic Grov^th of the Concept

But besides this growth-process in the concept
a more subtle change has also gradually been
taking place in it. It has become shot through
and through with some emotional element which
has been largely the cause of the growth and has
besides gone far to convert it into an 'affect.'
And thus the mere name which has al^vays been
attached to It, and indeed may be regarded as a
part of it, suffices to direct my *atterL ion' to
and enchain it for the time upon the sense data
in any new oerce^tual exr>erience which have ref-
erence to even one of its mny oarts.

Now this continual action of an emotional
element in causing the growth of conceptshas
hardly received the experimental study which is
its due, and finds perhaps inadequate place in some
of the traditional terms of t he psychological
textbooks. It is easy for a formal and mechanis-
tic logic to draw on -^aper its distinction betv/een
the denotation and connotation^ of a terra, but in
life these are mingledin everyact of reflection
and exnression. It is eas v for ps^^chology to
categorize our mlndsinto cognitive, conative and
affective dispositions, but to d o this is ipso
facto to falsify them unless, while using these
terms, we keep constantly in mind that their
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pp. 46-47, cont,
unity is more enduring and fundamental than this
division: that these ancient ^'ental categories
may present admirable exa^.ples of the rigorous
purity of philosoohical abstraction but are thereby
detached from the unceasing change and interming-
ling of their elements which unite them inextri-
cably in th« life of thought, feeling and action.
No conceot can pass in thought without being in
some degree interfused wit- some emotional tin- e

and no conative or affective process take place
without jts complement of conceptual elements.
The clue to the resolution of these abstractions
lies, as "^'rof. Spearman has said, in a compre-
hensive theory of cognition, and such a theory
will, fromthe necessitiesof the case, regard the
mental symbols or co cepts v/hic : go to make up
our cognitive dispositions as living and grov/ing
mental entities both stimulated into activity
by, and acquiring new elementsof mental grov/th from,
the sense data being continually presented in the
continuum of the perceotual flux.

page 48. (Organic (Irowth of the Concept Ghp.Il)
Subheading—Conclusions
3* That this growth of concepts is one cause of
the gradual modification which is observable in
our cognitive dispositions and which results in
what we colloquially call mental maturity.

YC ^w^^JL T-.
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aOD AND MAN'S DESTINY

Hartley Burr Alexander

Oxford University Press
New York- -1936

Chapter I-«The Now and the Eternal
Page 7-
^'The words 'reason* and 'intellect,' under the in-
fluence of the development of scientific method,
have come more and more to convey consciously ;)ust

this implication, so that one may fairly affirm
that for the intelligentsia of today the light of
intelligence primarily means methodical analysis;
and the word 'scientific' istaken as more or less
a synonym for intellectually valid* In this we
have the sanctioning of one sin-^.le form of our
thinking, erected to an acknowledged pre-eminence
in the attainment of knowledge--a mode so much the
vogue of our day that it is surely Important to call
to attention the fact that in other times and among
peoples of other cultures entirely distinct modes
of thought have been regarded as vastly superior
to this in which we place our trust, among them the
intuitive, imaginative, oracular, conscientious,
sensuous modes of thought. Science, then, for our
intelligentsia gets its deepest sanction from the
fact that they feel intellectually at home with its
procedures: they have a serious belief in its
images, just as Nebuchadnezzar seriously believed
in the images of dreams.

pps. 3-9 (Chapter I--The Mow and the Eternal)
For today, the Science which is the religion of the
intelligentsia possesses its theologies, known
as the philosophies of Materialism, and Mechanism.
It is elaborating its morals, from physical euge-
nesis to intellectual mathesis and social praxis;
it acknowledges the ips e dixi t; it owns its dis-
ciplines of research, its asceticisms of self-
abnegation, its sanctimonies, shrines, saints.
Nay, it has its fanatics and devotees, apoplectic
intolerantsand mystic visionaries, . formulating
great myths of cosmogenesis and apocalyptic doom.
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p.9(cont.—The Now and the Eternal- Chap. l)

Any reader can fill in the detail, and
will realize that what I am describing isnot
only a true description of whatscience has come
to nean in the minds of the collegiate thousands
passing annually into the walks of our social
world and of the multitudes who are of a similar
instruction drawn from the oublicities, machines,
and rumours which create the atmosphere of their
faiths; but will realize also that my description
is actually that of areligion. It may be a
religion still in the making, but already it is
vastly influential in the tuition of notions of
human happiness ani well-being and in the sha'^ing
of our social and personal Idealsof the moral good.

p. 16 ( Chapter I-^The Now and the Eternal)

Now I venture to say that the ideal ^- of our
time are being conformed more and more to the
moral conception (for it is a moral c onception)
which I have Just indicated. The arts, for ex-
ample, have come to centre quite consientiously
in oastime, pleasures for the eye and ear, 'amuse-
ments, * as we call them. Knowledge males its
pleas mainly on the ground of physical and bio-
logical utility— freedom from the necessity of
labour, enlargement of gratif icatiorl "^y the aid
of Inventions, broadenlnp*, of t^e narorama of
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page 16 (Chap. I--The Now and the Sternal) cont.
ideas. Politics and economics are conceived from
the point ofviev; of v/ideninr^ the area of individual
irresponsibility, which is waht is generally under-
stock by the term freedom. Finally, expressionism,
understood as release from any sense of the private
or intimate, has become a sort of theoretical Jus-
tification for every manifestation of curiosity
or desire which violates the older ideals oftaste.
This is particularly true in the realm of the inner
aspect of manners: the sensitivity and impulsions
which make up theconsciousness and actuate the
conduct of gentlemen and gentlewomen as the older
tradition formed them. For this older definition
rested upon conceptions of self-restraint that
belong to a more matured ideal of life tha^. ex-
pressionism knows, recognizing arefinement
achieved by age itself, and perhaps only to oe
fully shown in a body which had begun to know
failure. The thing is difficult to deliminate,
but that in some degree it represented a conquest
of bodily appetite and a subjection of expressive
impulses, of this, I think, there can be no serious
question.

page 22 ( still Chapter I) Fart IV

And now one more word, which I vrlll put In
the form of a statement and a question. My state-
ment, V7hlch I shall assume to lie beyond debate,
is to this effect: that evidence of human intel-
ligence and of the quality of humanity, in the
senses in which these may be supposed to differ-
entiate us from, the other animals, liesprecisely
in the fact that man's mind is capable bo living
in measures of life which are longerthan the mea-
sures Y/hich guide animal consciousness; it lies
nreclsely in the fact that men, in the full sense
of their humanity, can live In the thoup;ht of a
lifetime and of a cultural tradition. Foresight
and memory are the dominant marksof intelligence;
orospect and retrospect are the priaary enlighten-
ments of humanity. That is my statement. My
question Is: Can any forfa of philosophy which
concentrates its values in some ephemeral Now be
as rich in intelligence as those forms which set
their eyes toward the Eternal?
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page 35 ( Chapter II—Drama As The Cosmic Truth)

The theory of relativity does for us, then,
one very valuable thing. It puts the Phyais
back into the clas?^^ of thinkable worlds, such that
itself can be its own plenum; and therefore it
makes the World conceivable as an Action ; the
gaucherie goes out of the Machine which now becomes
not a thln^f but a deed--and thisis all ^^in.
Thereunto the quantum theory appears to add an-
other important asset, namely, the possibility of
reintroducing the idea of causality in the only
sense in which cause may be significant, which is
as dramatic causality >

Page 35 (Chapter II)

Whether the notion be correct (where theory is so
new) I cannot say, but this seems to me to be
precisely the conception which the quantum theory
is preparing to evoke; it calls forth a Physis
which is not only an action, but which in struc-
ture is surely a draT.atic action, having causes
in the directive sense, as leading, event after
event, toward some outcome. When, as for the
quantum theory is the case, the basic formula
(defying axioms of quantity) must employ numbers
which are not measuring-numbers, but vary with the
order of their application, then we have installed
a ney; concept into mathematics, a concept of
dramatic numbers ; and we have thereby passed from
a quantitative Physis on to a Creative Nature.
'The insubstantial pageant of space, time and
matter crumbling iito grains of action,' is Dr.
Eddington's picturesque phrase, to which there is
but the one codicil, that these grains of action
when again designed into a pattern will follow
the form of an inclusive master Action that must
be more than physical.
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page 40 (Chapter II--Drama as t^ie Cosmic Truth)
I am thinking of Kant, coursing sure into his grasp
of the central fact that the forms of our experi-
ence are the determinants of our understanding's
of any worlds of which we may be possessed , and
that the structure of mind is in a truly archi-
tectural sense the plan of creation; I am think-
ing, too, of Bergson's wise admonition that we
must rise above in order even to live within our
universe, and of hiskeen insistence that the One
may be, after all, but Just this ascension, while
the Many is the vision of reality which it yields
to our intuition. But most of all I am thinking
of Plato, who is surely lord in theking-archon's
court, perceiving clearly that he who climbs by
dialectic attains to wisdoni only when concepts
are transformed into such I deas as are creative
essences, and who is content never to Isve his
exposition save it arrive to some myth of trans-
f igurationwhere truth takes on the vesture of
draTia and of life. It is Plato, first and most,
who makes truth epic and endov's thought with
cosmic magnificence.

page 42 (Chapter II—Drama as the Cosmic Truth)

As distance finds our vision's infinity, the
lines of the parallax unite; and to seek to evoke
awe by stringing out ungrouped ciphers, right or
left of a point, is to make play for clown s ga-
pings. Says Longinus: when Homer likens the
stature of the Titan to the distance from Earth
to Heaven he measures the mind of the poet, not
the bulk of .the giant.

page 43 (also Chapter II)

I wouldparaphrase Aristotle's famous definition
of Tragedy, and applying it to a nobler than the
poet's art of the drama, I v/ould say: 'Philosophy
is an imitation not of the Physi s nor of the mind
of man, but ofan action and of life; for the world
exists as action, and its end is thisaction, not



page 43 (Chapter II— cont.)

a quality.' The quest of the arche was, after all,
the quest for a quality which might be proposed
as preeminent, and therefore as the substance in
in which all other qualities could statically
inhere; from the elemental water of Thales on to
the radiant enerp:y of our own science, the sub-
stance is but one quality chosen from amid the
many to bear the burden of all. Certainly, it is
instructive that in a development of better than
two millennia the progress of the conception has
been all tov;ard the energ;y . toward the conception
of Nature 'ssubstance as verily an action; so that
in our day matter itself dissolves into motion,
and cause seems to be on the verge of being sum-
moned back even into the Physis.

page 45 (Chapter II—^cont.)

Therefore, in saying that the philosophy of
the future, for the key to its explanations, m-ust

assume for its categories the utmost complexities
of life and mind, and must indeed reanimate the
Physis . making of it such a nature as men knev/
before Thales arose to mkae of the living nature
a corpse, I am asking a return to the primitive--
as you may call it, though for myself I should
prefer to name it the native, and by-the-spirit-
endov/ed mode of understanding. That it must have
form(mind at its height being still a lesser thing
than the world is), this I concede. But I would
ask that this form be the nost comprehensive and
vital of all the ideal modes that \^q may know;
and that most comprehensive of forms I hold to be
the dramatic. It is for this reason that I have
nam.ed Drama as the cosmic category. I do not
anticipate that it lies within man's power to
exhaust the meaning of creation through thisor
any other mode of thinking. But it is my con-
viction that no mode which has as yet been de-
veloped by mankindcan for a moment vie with the
dramatic in its facility for conveying ne anings
that are at once complex and convincing of reality,
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page 43 (Chapter II—Drama as the Cosmic Truth)

But I would be true to ray principle, that only
the most complex can be our sufficient reason;
and I v/ould say that the nost complex that we
knov; is to be found neither in the stars nor the
rocks nor yet in some bodied flesh, but rather in
the mind and the spirit of man. If the age of
man is for us nature's most vivid presence, so
the mind of man is her utmost eloquence. Now of
the mind of man history is our record, and it is
in this history that most fully we gain our
visionsof the world's leanirg. I am not now
speakinr^ of that h' story which but collects and
verifies details and sets down the orders of
events. Rather, I have in thought the more pene-
trating, and if you please imaginative study,
which gives for its outcome some image of the
inward being and the directive sense of these
events. When history attains to thismode it also
becomes dramatic, reading life as an action, and
finding its truths in impulsions which are caus-
ally seated there where the fates (be they mechanic
be they spiritual) line out the courses of human
destiny.

page 50-51 (Chapter II—cont.)

It isnot that in either case, for Siddhartha or
for Jesus, the actual incarnation, the embodiment,
is conceived as less in the Physis or in History
than are other embodiments, be these of natural
forces or of men's lives; but it is their truth
that, for each, a man's life may be viewed for what
every such life must be—a manifestation of the
essential Action of the World itself . The Buddha
and the Christ are alike viewed as theophanies
because it is the v/isdom of thereligions which they
found to see lives as woven by destinies, and hence
as in themselves double in nature, man in image,
G-od in meaning.
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page 50-51 (cont.)

It is the religious insight not that the world

is artificially dual--so that here is Phenomenon

and there reality, here knowledge and there its

object,—but that it is inherently dual, the

Action of itself lifting into being a meaning,

and the World arising as the compound of meaning

and action; in this sense Siddhartha becomes
Buddha, in this sense Jesus is Christ. With a

sheer force that underlies all else, in these

religions in this profound and fundamental de-

fining to nan's consciousness of his sense that

the life he lives is real not only of itself.

but also in that sia^nif icance of which its events

are the token, ^^e call this our understanding
of the human spirit.

page 54 (Chapter Ill—The Presence Of God)

Whether God takes the form of beast-cult or

monster-cult, oftomb-terror or devil-hate, of the

Olympian pantheon or the Greek, of the Great
Mystery whose presence is felt by t^^e lone Indian

in his' forests, of the preternatural absorption
of the wan ascetic of t - e Orient, or of the Hero,

Lord, and Judge of the chivalric devotionof the

Christian, whatever be his forms of manifestation
God is none the legs present in the lives of men.

So history records, and in recording proclaims

this as truth: that God is nrimarily a greatness

of human experience, not an article of belief.

Indeed, so profound and -ervasive is this trait

of human-kind, and, so far as we can judge, so

uniquely characteristic of the human genus, that

it might admirably serve as man's surest differ-
entia among the animal kinds; for man is far less

distinctively rationalis . the reasoner among
animals, than he is deofidelis, the god- faithful.

It is hisloyalty to God that endows him with his

humanity.
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